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The aim of the conference is to sketch a map of the research on extra-European
thinking in Poland, to gain a preliminary orientation as to its main points of
interest and methods, to place it against the background of existing research
frameworks, both Polish and international, as well as to design conferences and
publications on key world problems (such as relations with nature, interpersonal
relations of social friendship and fraternity) in relation to the traditions of
thinking of different cultures. The meeting at the conference could also
contribute to highlighting the world-citizen aspect in Polish thought.

Conference agenda:

9.00 Welcome and introductory speech, Anna Czajka-Cunico, UKSW, Warsaw
9.30 Yoga in pre-classical Indian sciences. Between ethics, soteriological
psychology and medicine, Nina Budziszewska, University of Wroclaw
10.00 The Idea of a National Temple on the basis of the example of the Hindu
Temples of the Birlow Foundation, Marta Kudelska, Jagiellonian
University, Cracow
10.30 The difficult problem of consciousness: selected aspects of selfknowledge in an intercultural perspective, Marzenna Jakubczak,
Pedagogical University, Cracow

11.00 Discussion and coffee break
12.00 Current challenges of the research on Chinese philosophy in Poland and
abroad, Dawid Rogacz, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań
12.30 Changes in the image of contemporary Japanese woman and their sociocultural determinants, Kordzińska-Nawrocka, University of Warsaw
13.00 The Philosophy of Nishida Kitarō - selected issues, Agnieszka Kozyra,
University of Warsaw
13.30 Discussion

14.00-15.00 Lunch break

15.00 The African literary research and its role in the reflection on the
postcolonial philosophical thought of Sub-Saharan Africa, Patrycja
Kozieł, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw
15.30 The research on the human individual in East Asia, Marek Tylkowski,
SWPS University of Humanities and Social Sciences, Warsaw
16.00 The research on Muslim esoteric philosophy and heresiography,
Katarzyna Pachniak, University of Warsaw
16.30 Discussion and coffee break

17.00 Features of the Korean notion of the identity of uri (we, our, mine),
Katarzyna Gryc, University of Warsaw
17.30 Digital humanities in the study of thought traditions. The Elyonim
veTachtonim Project - Studies in Early Rabbinic Literature, Wojciech
Kosior, Jagiellonian University, Cracow
18.00 Intercultural philosophy in Poland. Conditions and possibilities, Anna
Czajka-Cunico, UKSW, Warsaw
18.30 Perspectives and projects of intercultural thinking, discussion

